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Gum Drop Telling Time 
Game 

Prep – Work 
1. Print off game board and Bingo Board 
2. Print off time cards you want to use, cut out and laminate 
3. Provide Gum Drops, die, and a game piece 

 
How To Play 
1. Children place their game piece on the large yellow star. 

Players take turns rolling the die and moving around the 
board. 

2. If they land on an empty space, nothing happens. 
3. If they land on a picture they draw a clock and say the 

correct time. If they correctly say the correct time they 
may cover up that toy on their BINGO card. If that picture 
is already covered up they must still draw a card and say 
the correct time. If they can’t, they must uncover that 
picture.  

4. The first person to cover up their whole board wins.  
 
You may also like:  
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